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Abstract. This study combines mobile phone data and geocoded fiscal data to shed new light on 

segregation in urban areas. We estimate the place of residence of phone users at a very fine 

geographical level by exploiting data on mobile network usage at night, and then approximate their 

income by the median fiscal income in this area. Phone interactions are used to construct measures of 

individual exposure to other income groups. This enables the spatial pattern of social segregation to be 

studied, thus providing a complementary view to the usual residential segregation measure. This study 

is also an example of MNO-NSI cooperation in exploiting mobile phone data enhanced with official 

statistics information.
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1 Introduction  

Urban segregation has mostly been studied through the prism of residential segregation [1], using 

administrative data [2]. Residential segregation measures the spatial distribution of social groups 

and does not inform on their social interactions, which may constitute another important and 

potentially different dimension of segregation [3]. Social interactions are traditionally studied by 

surveys [4], which may be biased by omission and imprecision due to sample size and imposes a 

burden on respondents. The use of mobile phone data enriched with geocoded administrative data is 

a promising route to studying segregation through phone interactions. 

 This study exploits anonymized 2007 Call Detail Records (CDRs) from Orange customers in 

France, and focuses on the three main French urban clusters (Paris, Lyon and Marseille).
2
 These 

phone data (CDRs), legally recorded by phone operators for billing purposes, contain information 

on users’ interactions and, more specifically, on the antennas through which calls or text messages 

are transmitted. In other words, these data provide information on who is calling whom, and on the 

location of phones. Such mobile phone data are thus a privileged source for studying social 

interactions in terms of the phone contacts of a given individual. A major difficulty with CDR data 

is the lack of individual characteristics to identify the social group or the level of income of the 

                                                 
1 MNO : mobile network operator 

2 An urban cluster is an urban unit with at least 10,000 jobs that is not located in the suburban area of another urban 

cluster. An urban unit is a continuous built-up zone with at least 2,000 inhabitants.  
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phone user. Here, we first determine a place of residence from the location of the phone user at 

night, at a very fine geographical level: a 500 x 500 m cell. Then we infer the user’s social group 

from the median fiscal income of the cell. 

 Finally, the individual segregation index is computed by comparing the income rank of  a 

given individual with those of their contacts. Averaging individual segregation indexes by place of 

residence provides a spatial representation that can be compared to residential segregation. Our 

results suggest that social segregation is closely linked with residential segregation: social 

segregation is higher in residentially segregated areas. 

 The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the data. Section 3 describes 

the home detection method. Section 4 presents the segregation measure. Section 5 discusses the 

results. Section 6 presents some limitations and concludes.  

 

2 Data 

We use anonymized 2007 CDRs from Orange customers in France, and geocoded household 

income data from INSEE administrative records (also described in Vanhoof et al. [5]). Phone data 

access is governed by an agreement between Orange Lab, Eurostat and INSEE, and access to the 

data is possible only through Orange Lab infrastructure. We use only the September 2007 phone 

records of 18 million Orange customers, representing a total of more than 3.9 billion interactions.
3
 

An interaction (a call or a text message) measured in CDR provides information on the unique 

individual identifiers of both caller and callee, and on the two antennas used to transmit the call or 

the text message. 

 The fiscal data come from INSEE’s Filosofi database. This geocoded database provides 

information on fiscal income at the residence level for more than 26 million households (61.5 

million individuals). In line with OECD standards, we use the income by consumption unit.
4
 

 In practice, we access mobile phone data from MNO premises only, and individual fiscal 

data from the NSI office only. Consequently, individual information from fiscal data is aggregated 

at grid level to ensure confidentiality, and only these aggregates are shared in the MNO 

infrastructure. They are used for the computation, which is run on the MNO infrastructure (income 

assignment and segregation measure). In return, segregation measures aggregated at the same local 

level are reported back to INSEE. 

                                                 
3 CDRs are usually stored for six months only. The CNIL (The French Data Protection Authority) authorized the use 

of 2007 CDRs for research purposes.  

4 The first adult counts for one consumption unit; 0.5 consumption units are added for every other member of the 

household aged 14 or older, and 0.3 CUs are added for each child under 14.  
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3 Home detection 

The geographical coordinates of the antennas associated with each phone give information on the 

phone user’s mobility, and more specifically on the most probable place of residence. 

3.1 Voronoi tesselation 

Phone interactions are recorded at the level of the antenna that transmits the call or the text 

message. The precise location of the phone user is not known and a model is needed to map each 

antenna and its coverage area [6]. Voronoi tesselation [7, 8] is the most widely used approach in the 

literature. This method maps each point to the closest antenna.  The result is a tesselation with 

polygons that do not overlap (see Figure 1).
5
 The underlying assumption is that each phone 

interaction is transmitted through the closest antenna, although we know that this is not necessarily 

true.
6
 The size of the Voronois depends on the local density of antennas: in regions where antenna 

density is low (rural areas), Voronois are large, which adds uncertainty to the phone user location. 

 

 

 Figure 1 : Antennas and Voronoi distributions in France 

Voronoi tesselation is highly heterogeneous across space and produces problematic spatial 

                                                 
5 Hereafter, we refer to polygons as “Voronois”.  

6 Some antennas, for instance, are used to reduce congestion on a neighbouring antenna. So far, data on antennas 

characteristics governing antenna assignment are not available.  
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aggregations of fiscal data.
7
 It is advisable to reduce the population dispersion of the spatial unit of 

analysis.   

 To reduce cell heterogeneity, we use a grid with a fixed cell size. As we cross mobile phone 

data with fiscal data at the level of a basic spatial unit, it is important to choose comparable units (in 

terms of size) and not to rely on the spatial partition produced from the antenna locations.  

3.2 Spatial raster 

The grid covers metropolitan France and the cell size is set at 500 m2, so there are approximately 2 

million cells for 18,000 Voronois.
8
 We use a simple approach to transform an initial set of geocoded 

antennas to a probabilized grid (see [6] for other approaches). An example of this transformation is 

given in Figure 2. We assume that an event has a uniform probability of being located at any point 

of the Voronoi it belongs to. We denote S(vj) as the surface of the Voronoi vj, and S(ci ∩ vj) as the 

intersection area between the Voronoi vj and the cell ci . Thus, the probability that an event located 

in vj happens in ci is equal to the share of the surface of the intersection area between the Voronoi vj 

and the cell ci in the total surface of the Voronoi vj : 

 

For a given time slot, we can compute the probability of a phone user x being in Voronoi vj, denoted 

Px(vj); this probability is just equal to the frequency of the user’s phone interactions at the antenna j 

during that period of time. Then, we can determine cell-level probabilities using the Bayes formula: 

 

Where V is the set of Voronois and C is the set of 500 m2 cells. In short, the probability that the 

phone user x is located in cell i sums the probabilities of the cell i conditional on the voronoi j 

multiplied by the probabilities of presence in the voronoi j.This results in the transformation of the 

individual vector of probabilities computed at the Voronoi level (Px(v1), ..., Px(vJ)) into probabilities 

of presence in the different cells (Px(c1), ..., Px(ck)), see Figure 2.
9
 

                                                 
7 This problem of spatial aggregation is known in the literature as MAUP [9]. In our case, it happens because Voronoi 

division leads to heterogeneously populated spatial units.  

8 This grid differs from the INSPIRE grid for two reasons. Firstly, we use bigger cells than those in the INSPIRE grid 

because of data volume constraints. In September 2007, 3.9 billion phone interactions were recorded. Probabilizing 

location substantially increases the size of of the database. Secondly, the INSPIRE grid covers residential space 

only. Empty cells should be avoided for our purposes because we do not want to exclude phone interactions from 

the home detection algorithm.  

9 For instance, if Voronoi j is intersected by two cells (i = {1, 2}), the first one covering 60% of its area and the 
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Figure  2 : Voronoi tesselation and grid : an example 

Lecture :  events are allocated to the cells as follow: a phone is located in voronoi 1 with probability 2/3 (a) and in 

voronoi 2 with probability 1/3 (c) (i.e 2/3 of its phone interactions are transmitted by the antenna in v1 and 1/3 by the 

antenna in v2). We split these probabilities according to the cell surfaces (see (b) and (d)),  and then recover the global 

repartition for voronois (e) and cells (f). 

3.3 Home detection 

The location of phone users over time can be used to estimate their place of residence. We use the 

distinct days approach of Vanhoof et al. [5] but focusing on  nighttime events (occurring between 7 

pm and 9 am). 

 Following the method described above, we compute - for each phone user and each night of 

September 2007 - the probabilities of presence at the cell level. For each night, we record the cells 

where phone user's presence probability is not zero. That procedure is repeated for all nights within 

                                                                                                                                                                  
second one 40%, events measured in this Voronoi become 2-uplets (c1, c2) with probability (p j 1 = 0.6, p j 2 = 

0.4).  
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the month. Phone user's residence is ultimately defined as the most frequent cell in this list.  

 Home detection is performed at the national level. In the following, we restrict the analysis 

to phone users located in the urban clusters of Paris, Lyon or Marseille. Figure 3 presents home 

allocation results for Marseille. The population is concentrated in a handful of areas, with the two 

densest areas in the cluster being Marseille and Aix-en-Provence. These findings are in line with the 

census results. However, even where only nighttime phone interactions are considered, some 

estimated places of residence happen to be in areas where no homes should be found, e.g. in airports 

or next to highways.
10

 

 

 

Figure 3 : Marseille phone users' residence distribution 

                                                 
10 To detect phone users’ place of residence, passive data (automatic record of phone position) should be more 

efficient than active data (record of phone position from phone user’s activity). Passive data (or signaling data) 

provide a continuous position while active data information is scarce when phone activity is rare (typically at 

night). However, passive data volume is so large that, at the time, they were not recorded by mobile network 

operators at an individual level.  
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4 Segregation measure 

4.1 Income assignment 

The identification of the cell of residence of phone users (described in Section 3) allows us to enrich 

the database with external data, computed at cell level. More specifically, we assign an income to 

phone users by using the median income of their estimated cell of residence. In order to respect 

statistical confidentiality, if a cell contains fewer than 11 households according to fiscal data, we 

aggregate it with neighbouring cells. If the number of households in this cell and its neighbouring 

cells is still below 11 after cell aggregation, we consider that fiscal privacy is not ensured and do not 

return any value. If the number of households in a cell and its neighbouring cells exceeds 11, we 

return for the original cell the median income computed from the cell and its neighbouring cells. 

4.2 Segregation indexes 

Reardon and O’Sullivan [10] identify two dimensions of segregation: exposure (the extent to which 

members of one group encounter members of another group) and evenness (the extent to which 

groups are similarly distributed in residential space). Phone data offer new possibilities for 

measuring both dimensions. In this paper, we focus on an exposure measure only, computed at the 

individual level. Individual exposure to a given social group is defined as the frequency of calls to 

people coming from that group. We follow [10] and compute rank-ordered indexes. Thus, in a given 

city, we rank phone users by income.
11

 The social status of phone users corresponds, in this article, 

to their rank in the income distribution. The social distance between two phone users x and y, 

denoted dx→y, is linked with both phone users’ ranks. This distance is assumed to be proportional to 

the number of people between x and y. Social distance ranges from 0 (interaction between phone 

users with the same income) and 1 (interaction between phone users located at either ends of the 

income distribution). We define social segregation as a situation where phone users interact mostly 

with others in the same income bracket. Similarity between two phone users can be defined as 

sx→y = 1 − dx→y. For a given individual x who interacts with phone users (y1, ..., ym) with frequency 

(f1, ..., fm), the individual Social Segregation Index (SSI) is:  

 

 

                                                 
11 We use fractional ranking. Equal ranks are equal to the mean rank that would be obtained under ordinal ranking. 

For instance, for the following income vector (25, 35, 35, 40), the rankings are (1, 2.5, 2.5, 4)  
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The more someone is exposed to other individuals of like income, the higher SSIx will be. This 

index is an individual measure. Even if phone users in the same cell of residence have the same 

assigned income, and consequently the same rank in the income distribution, they do not have the 

same phone interactions, therefore their segregation measures differ. dx→y is calibrated such that 

SSIx goes from 0 to 1 (extreme segregation), with a reference at 1/2 indicating uniform exposure to 

other social groups.
12

 

5 Results 

5.1 Social profile 

Figure 4 shows the individual indexes' distribution aggregated by income deciles for the three urban 

clusters. Segregation is present in every income decile but is greater at each end of the income 

distribution. In the urban cluster of Marseille, social segregation is especially high in the first decile. 

In Paris, from the fourth decile onwards, segregation rises with the income level of the 

neighborhood in which phone users live. Unlike in Lyon and Marseille, segregation in the last 

decile is greater than segregation in the first decile in the urban cluster of Paris. More generally, the 

segregation level is slightly higher in the Parisian urban cluster than in the urban clusters of Lyon 

and Marseille. This finding is in line with survey results, see [2]. Except at each end of the income 

distribution, where segregation in Marseille is quite high, Lyon and Marseille exhibit similar levels 

of segregation. 

 These results show that strong segregation in the physical space, which can be measured by 

the residential approach, is matched by similar segregation in the social space. Phone users mostly 

call individuals in neighbouring cells with similar income levels.  

 

                                                 
12 Under the hypothesis that an individual has N interactions uniformly distributed in the social space (i.e. the 

generating process of (f1, ..., fN ) follows an uniform distribution in [[1, N]]), dx→y is also calibrated to ∀ x, E(SSIx) 

= 1   
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Figure 4 :Social segregation index (eq. 3) depending on phone user income group 

 

5.2 Spatial profile 

Figure 5 shows the spatial patterns of social segregation for the three urban clusters. This map 

shows the median value, by cell, of the social segregation index of all phone users identified as 

living inside the cell. Segregation is high in neighborhoods at each end of the income distribution. 

 For the urban cluster of Paris (Figure 5a), segregation is particularly high in the poorest 

neighborhoods in the north east and in the wealthiest neighbourhoods in the south west. Within the 

administrative boundaries of Paris, segregation is highest around the Bois de Boulogne, one of the 

wealthiest areas. 

 In the urban cluster of Lyon (Figure 5b), segregation concentration is less pronounced than 

in the urban cluster of Paris but some highly segregated areas can be identified in the poorest areas 

(the south east of Lyon or the city of Villefranche-sur-Saône for instance). 
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 Marseille’s unique morphology, with poor neighborhoods in the city centre, affects the 

spatial pattern of social segregation (see Figure 5c). The Marseille region’s second largest area of 

segregation is Aix-en-Provence, which contains wealthy neighborhoods.  

 

 
(a) Paris 

(b) Lyon 

(c) Marseille 

Figure 5 : Social Segregation measured with phone data in the three largest French urban cluster 
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6 Limitations and concluding remarks 

This paper shows that combining fiscal and mobile phone data opens new perspectives on 

segregation studies. With the help of phone data, fiscal data can be used to understand aspects other 

than those addressed with the usual residentially-based approach. This individual measure is not 

hampered by sample size issues as surveys are. Moreover, it is in theory possible to take advantage 

of the fine temporal granularity of phone data to study segregation evolution over time, or to  make 

use of the spatial coverage to study particular areas. 

 However, the combination of fiscal and mobile phone data relies on the accuracy of home 

detection and income imputation. Indeed, the accuracy of home detection is uncertain because of 

the Voronoi tesselation assumption and because the method uses indirect evidence of residential 

presence. In particular, home detection may be flawed because it assigns users too frequently to 

uninhabited places of transit, and accurate home detection relies heavily on night time phone usage 

(as we use CDRs). Secondly, the income level of individuals is estimated. We assign to each phone 

user the median fiscal income of their presumed residential area, irrespective of the income 

distribution in that area. For cells with high heterogeneity in fiscal incomes, this assignment to the 

median may not be accurate. These two sources of approximation are likely to bias the segregation 

measure. And future work will tackle both issues. 

 More generally, this work is an example of how combining individual mobile phone data 

with individual NSI data can enhance usual statistical production, and of a cooperation arrangement 

between NSI and MNO in which confidentiality is preserved on both sides.  
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